In this work we show that certain classical preemptive shop scheduling problems with integral data satisfy the following integer preemption property: there exists an optimal preemptive schedule where all interruptions and all starting and completion times occur at integral dates. We also give new upper bounds on the minimal number of interruptions for various shop scheduling problems.
Introduction
In the current paper we present new structural results for preemptive scheduling problems. This work continues the line of research initiated in [1] , where some general results on the existence of optimal schedules and the existence of optimal schedules with a finite number of interruptions were established for a wide range of scheduling problems. We consider preemptive shop scheduling problems and study the following two questions. What is the minimal number of interruptions required to get an optimal solution? Is it possible to obtain an optimal schedule with interruptions occurring at integral points only?
Shop scheduling problems. In preemptive shop scheduling problems we are given a set of jobs J = {J 1 , . . . , J n }, a set of machines M = {M 1 , . . . , M m }, and a set of operations O = {o 1 , . . . , o η }. Each operation o k ∈ O belongs to a specific job J(o k ) ∈ J and must be processed on a specific machine M(o k ) ∈ M for a given amount of time p k which is a non-negative integer. At any point in time at most one operation can be processed on each machine and at most one operation of each job can be processed. (These restrictions will be referred to as basic ones.) Any operation can be interrupted at any time and resumed later without any penalty. In the next section we will give a formal definition of interruptions.
Shop scheduling problems are further classified based on ordering restrictions for the operations of a job. Ordering restrictions represent a special case of precedence constraints and can be specified by a directed acyclic graph G = (O, U) whose vertices are operations of the given instance. The existence of an arc (o i , o j ) ∈ U in graph G between two operations of the same job means that the operation o j may start only after the operation o i is completed. Without further restrictions on graph G this forms the most general shop scheduling problem, called a dag shop problem. In its special case, called an open shop problem, graph G is empty, which means that the operations of each job may be processed in any order. In another special case, the job shop problem, all operations of each job must be processed in a given linear order. We will use the standard three-field notation [7] to describe such scheduling problems. In particular, we will use letters J, F , and O in the first field to denote the job shop, flow shop, and open shop problems respectively, while retaining the letter "O" for the classical open shop problem, in which each job has exactly one operation on each machine.
Related Results. There are few systematic studies of structural questions in the literature on preemptive scheduling. The following results were established in [1] for a wide class of preemptive scheduling models including both classical and non-traditional machine scheduling and project scheduling models with constrained resources, and for a large variety of objective functions including all classical ones.
For any problem instance having a nonempty set of feasible solutions there exists an optimal schedule with the following properties.
The total number of interruptions grows polynomially with the number of operations
and with the number of fixed dates (release dates, due dates, etc.) specified in a given problem instance.
2. All operation start times and completion times and all interruptions occur at integer multiples of a rational number δ > 0 where δ has a binary encoding polynomially bounded in the problem input size.
3. The optimal value of the objective function is an integer multiple of δ.
An important consequence of these results is the fact that the decision versions of preemptive scheduling problems under consideration belong to class N P.
All other known results follow from either (i) the fact that there is no advantage to preemption [2, 3] , or (ii) the existence or properties of polynomial time algorithms. We refer to the standard scheduling literature (e.g., [7] ) for many such classical results for machine scheduling problems; another extensive reference is the book by Tanaev, Gordon and Shafransky [10] .
Results following from (i) are clearly the strongest type of structural results one could hope for. The only result of this type known for shop scheduling problems is preemption redundancy of J|pmtn, prec, r j , p ij = 1|γ where γ is a nondecreasing objective function of job completion times. This folklore result is mentioned in survey [11] in Table 8 .2. All other preemption redundancy results deal with parallel machine scheduling problems [2, 3] .
Structural results following from (ii) have been obtained mostly for parallel machine and open shop problems. Without loss of generality we assume that m ≤ n for open shop scheduling problems. Gonzalez and Sahni [6] construct an optimal schedule for the problem O|pmtn|C max with m machines, n jobs and ξ nonzero operations (operations with positive processing times), which has at most O(ξm) interruptions. Later Gonzalez [5] improved this result and presented an algorithm which constructed an optimal schedule with at most O(min{ξm, m
3 )} interruptions. Du and Leung [4] proved that there exists an optimal schedule without interruptions on the first machine for the two-machine flow shop problem F 2|pmtn| j C j . (Evidently, this is also true for the flow shop problem with any number of machines and any objective function of completion time of jobs.)
Our Results. We obtain two types of results for preemptive shop scheduling problems. First, we derive upper bounds on the number of interruptions in an optimal schedule of the preemptive dag shop problem. After that we establish the integer preemption property for the preemptive versions of the job shop and the two-machine dag shop scheduling problems and quite general classes of objective functions. This property means that for any problem instance with integral data there exists an optimal preemptive schedule where all interruptions and all starting and completion times occur at integral dates. We also show that for the preemptive three-machine dag shop scheduling problem with two operations per job and the minimum makespan objective this property does not hold. In addition, for the job shop scheduling problem with an arbitrary regular objective function (see the definition in the next section) we prove the existence of an optimal schedule in which each preemption of an operation occurs only when another operation is completed.
Paper Outline. In the next section we give definitions of basic notions and present some useful results. In Section 3 we derive upper bounds on the number of interruptions in an optimal schedule for the dag shop problem with a variety of objective functions. Section 4 is dedicated to the integer preemption property of the job shop problem with an arbitrary regular objective function. In Section 5 we present some structural properties of optimal schedules for the dag shop problem. We conclude our paper in Section 6 with a brief overview of the results obtained; a few open questions are also proposed.
Preliminaries
We start this section with definitions of basic notions used in our paper.
Definition 1 A schedule σ is an allocation of each operation o k ∈ O to one or more time intervals with total length equal to p k . Given a schedule σ, a maximal by inclusion interval such that only one operation o is processed on a given machine throughout this interval is called an o-interval. The set of all o-intervals for a given machine M i will be denoted as Υ i . The end-points of o-intervals will be referred to as changeover dates.
We say that Υ i provides a feasible schedule on M i if any two o-intervals [t 1 , t 1 ], [t 2 , t 2 ] ∈ Υ i overlap in at most one point that can only be a boundary point for both intervals. A schedule is feasible if it is feasible on each machine M i (i = 1, . . . , m) and meets the basic and ordering restrictions.
Assume that operation o k is allocated to l o-intervals in σ. Next we introduce the notion of an active preemptive schedule playing an important role in our further analysis and derive a few simple properties of such schedules.
Definition 2 A feasible schedule for a preemptive scheduling problem is called an active preemptive schedule, if it contains a finite number of changeover dates, and no positive length piece of an operation can be moved to an earlier idle time interval without violating the feasibility of the schedule.
Definition 3 A piece of an operation in a preemptive schedule S is called a whole piece (or w-piece, for short), if it is a maximal (by inclusion) continuously processed piece of the operation.
If length of a w-piece is integral the w-piece is called integral, otherwise the w-piece is called fractional. Let S be an active preemptive schedule. It can be shown that for each w-piece o of an operation there exists a critical chain Ch(o ) in S, i.e., a chain o 1 → o 2 → · · · → o k consisting of a finite number of consecutive w-pieces of operations and such that Since the w-piece o from the formulation of Lemma 2.1 cannot be the last piece of the operation o k to which o belongs (because of (c)), it follows that C(o , S) is a changeover date in which the operation o k is interrupted in schedule S. So, we obtain Corollary 2.2 If the completion time C(o i , S) of an operation o i in an active preemptive schedule S of the dag shop problem is nonintegral, then there exists a nonintegral changeover date t < C(o i , S) in schedule S at which no operation completes its processing.
2
For two vectors x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) we write x ≤ x , if the inequality x i ≤ x i holds for each component i.
n is continuous from the left, if for any point x ∈ D and any ε > 0 there exists a number δ > 0 such that the inequality
it is nondecreasing and continuous from the left. We say that an optimization problem has a regular criterion if it is aimed to minimize a regular objective function.
An importance of the notion of a regular criterion was shown in [1] , where the following theorem was proved. We note that the notion of GP-problem mentioned in Theorem 2.3 involves all classical scheduling problems including all shop scheduling problems considered in this paper.
Theorem 2.3 ([1])
For any instance of the GP-problem with a nonempty set of feasible schedules and K regular functions F 1 (C), . . . , F K (C) depending on the vector C = (C 1 , . . . , C η ) of the operation completion times, there exists a feasible schedule S that lexicographically minimizes the vector-function (F 1 (C(S)), . . . , F K (C(S))).
It was also shown in [1] that as soon as any of two properties of a regular function (either being nondecreasing or being continuous from the left) is dropped, the existence of an optimal schedule cannot be guaranteed.
We also state the following simple sufficient condition for the existence of an optimal schedule. Lemma 2.4 Suppose, we are given a function F (x 1 , . . . , x η ) that may take only a finite number of values. Then for any instance of the preemptive dag shop scheduling problem with the objective to minimize the function F (C 1 , . . . , C η ) of the operation completion times, there exists an optimal schedule.
An example of a function F (C 1 , . . . , C η ) which meets the conditions of Lemma 2.4 and does not meet conditions of Theorem 2.3 is the function
, where f (x) = 1 if x < D, and f (x) = 0 otherwise for some fixed D.
Finally, we make a few technical remarks on operations with zero processing times. Since all objective functions considered in the paper are nondecreasing in operation completion times, we may assume, w.l.o.g., that each zero-length operation o j is processed in schedule S exactly at the completion time of its last predecessor o i , i.e., (o i , o j ) ∈ U. Furthermore, we may assume that there are no zero-length pieces of nonzero length operations in schedule S.
Upper bounds on the number of interruptions
In this section we derive an upper bound on the number of interruptions in an optimal schedule of the preemptive dag shop problem with an arbitrary regular criterion. Let
stand for the maximum machine load and the maximum job length, respectively. Evidently, the makespan of any feasible schedule for a given instance of the preemptive shop scheduling problem formulated above cannot be less than the amountC . = max{ max , J max }. The following result was established in [5] for the open shop problem (which, as was noted above, is a special case of the dag shop problem). In what follows, C j (S) stands for the completion time of operation o j ∈ O in schedule S.
Lemma 3.3 For any instance of the preemptive dag shop problem with η operations (among which there are ξ non-zero operations) and for any feasible schedule S there exists a feasible schedule S with at most O(min{ξ 2 m, ξm 3 }) interruptions and such that C j (S ) ≤ C j (S), j = 1, . . . , η.
Proof. Suppose, we are given a feasible schedule S for the given instance. Let C 0 = 0 < C 1 < · · · < C ξ be an ordered sequence of different operation completion times for positive length operations in schedule S (so, we have ξ ≤ ξ). We split the schedule at points {C τ }. Let O kτ denote the set of all pieces of an operation o k scheduled in S within the time interval
O kτ , and let p kτ be the total length of all pieces o ∈ O kτ . Clearly, the feasibility of schedule S implies
(1)
Since we cannot have any precedence constraints between operations processed in the same interval I τ , pieces from the set O τ form an instance N τ of the O|pmtn|C max problem in which the set of pieces O kτ can be treated as a set of pieces of an operation o kτ . By (1) and (2), each machine load and each job length (and therefore, the parameterC(N τ )) in the instance N τ can be bounded from above by the length of the interval I τ . Therefore, applying Remark 3.2, we can find a preemptive schedule S τ for the instance N τ with length C max (S τ ) ≤ C τ − C τ −1 and having no more than O(min{ξm, m 3 }) interruptions. Concatenating the schedules S 1 , . . . , S ξ (in this order), we get a feasible preemptive schedule S for the original problem with at most min{ξ 2 m, ξm 3 }) interruptions. Clearly, the described transformation of schedule S does not increase operation completion times. Proof. Since for any instance of the preemptive dag shop problem the set of feasible solutions is non-empty, by Theorem 2.3 for an arbitrary regular criterion min F (C 1 , . . . , C η ) there exists a feasible schedule S lexicographically minimizing the vector-function (F (C 1 , . . . , C η ), η k=1 C k ). Due to Lemma 3.3, there exists another feasible schedule S with a finite number of changeover dates and such that C j (S) ≤ C j (S ), j = 1, . . . , t. Since both components of the vector-function are nondecreasing, schedule S also minimizes the vector-function (F (C 1 , . . . , C η ), η k=1 C k ). Besides, S is an active preemptive schedule. Otherwise, we could obtain a feasible schedule S with a strictly smaller value of the function ξ k=1 C k (and a non-greater value of the function F ) by moving the ending positive-length piece of some operation to an earlier idle time interval which contradicts the optimality of schedule S. Finally, the upper bound on the number of interruptions in schedule S holds as stated in Lemma 3.3.
The following result is a corollary of Lemmas 2.4 and 3.3.
Theorem 3.5 Suppose, we are given a nondecreasing function F (x 1 , . . . , x η ) that may take only a finite number of values. Then for any instance of the preemptive dag shop problem with ξ nonzero operations, m machines and the objective of minimizing the function F (C 1 , . . . , C η ) of the operation completion times there exists an optimal schedule with at most O(min{ξ 2 m, ξm
It can be easily checked that all classical objective functions meet the conditions imposed on the function F in Theorem 3.4. Moreover, the objective function "weighted number of late jobs" w j U j meets both the conditions of Theorem 3.4 (in particular, it is continuous from the left and nondecreasing) and the conditions of Theorem 3.5 (because it may take only a finite number of values).
The preemptive job shop problem with regular criterion
In this section we consider the preemptive job shop problem with regular criterion and prove the integer preemption property for the problem. Proof. The existence of an active optimal schedule S with a finite number of interruptions follows from Theorem 3.4 (since job shop is a special case of the dag shop). Next, we get rid of bad changeover dates, that is, those ones at which no operation is completed. Suppose, there are interruptions in schedule S that happen at bad changeover dates, and let t 1 be the earliest such date. Since there are no proper zero-length w-pieces, t 1 > 0. Suppose that it happens with the w-piece o 1 of an operation o 1 of job J 1 on machine M 1 , and let I be the time interval between the completion time of the w-piece o 1 and the starting time of the next w-piece o 1 of the operation o 1 . Since we deal with the job shop problem, i.e., we have a linear order of processing the operations of each job, no other piece of an operation belonging to the same job J 1 can be processed in the time interval I . Since S is an active schedule, there can be no idle time on machine M 1 in the time interval I . Therefore, there exists a positive-length w-piece of an operation o 2 being processed on machine M 1 right after the w-piece o 1 . Clearly, the w-pieces o 1 and o 2 must belong to different jobs, say J 1 and J 2 . Let t 0 < t 1 be the latest operation completion time prior to t 1 . If there are no such operations then t 0 . = 0. Notice that there are no changeover dates in the time interval (t 0 , t 1 ). We now describe a transformation of schedule S to another feasible schedule S with a strictly less value of the vector (F (C 1 , . . . , C η ), η k=1 C k ). Our actions will depend on which of the two operations o 1 or o 2 is completed first in schedule S.
If C(o 2 , S) < C(o 1 , S), we consider the union of the subintervals where o 1 or o 2 are processed in the time interval [t 0 , C(o 2 , S)). We now process o 2 first in these subintervals as early as possible, and after that we process o 1 in the remaining time. It can be observed that no piece of jobs J 1 and J 2 can be processed in the time interval (t 0 , C(o 2 , S)) on machines M i ∈ M\{M 1 }, and therefore, the new schedule is feasible. As a result of the transformation, we have C(o 2 , S ) < C(o 2 , S), and C(o, S ) = C(o, S) for all other operations o ∈ O. The schedule S is also optimal since the objective function F is nondecreasing. Moreover, the value of the function C k is strictly decreased. -A contradiction. The symmetric case C(o 1 , S) < C(o 2 , S) can be considered in a similar way, leading to a new schedule S with better completion time for operation o 1 and leaving all other completion times unchanged. Thus, we may conclude that schedule S cannot have bad changeover dates. Next, since S is an active preemptive schedule, the starting time of each w-piece of an operation (except operations starting at time 0) coincides with a completion time of another w-piece. But, as we have already established, each w-piece completes at a time equal to the completion time of some operation. So, the set of all changeover dates in schedule S coincides with the set of completion times of operations.
Finally, property (c) follows from the properties (a) and (b) and Corollary 2.2. 2 Remark 4.2 It follows from the property (b) of the above theorem that for the job shop problem with ξ nonzero operations and an arbitrary regular criterion, there exists an optimal schedule with at most ξ changeover dates.
5 The two-machine preemptive dag shop problem with a quasiconcave regular criterion
Unfortunately, we were unable to prove integer preemption properties for the preemptive two-machine dag shop scheduling problem with an arbitrary regular criterion. Below we define a more restrictive class of objective functions which still includes many interesting and classical criteria.
Definition 7 Let D be a convex domain in R n . We say that a function F (x) defined in D is quasiconcave, if for any x , x ∈ D and any λ ∈ [0, 1] the inequality F (λx
It can be observed that the quasiconcavity is a more general property of a function than just being concave. Simple examples of such functions are:
1. concave functions; 2. any nondecreasing function F (x) of a one-dimensional variable x; 3. any nonincreasing function F (x) of a one-dimensional variable x.
(Examples 2 and 3 admit extensions to the n-dimensional case, yet not straightforward.) Let 2 O be the set of operation subsets, and let B ⊆ 2 O , N . = |B|. For a given schedule S and a set B ∈ B, let C(B) = max o j ∈B C j (S) stand for the completion time of set B. Let C = (C(B 1 ), . . . , C(B N )) denote the vector of the operation set completion times, where B 1 , . . . , B N are the sets from B numbered in an arbitrary order. We will consider regular quasiconcave objective functions F (C) of set completion times. As an example of such functions, we mention here the total weighted operation set completion time B∈B w B C(B) studied in [8, 9] . (Special cases of this function are C max , w j C j , w j L j .) A more general example of the function is B∈B w B C(B) λ B , where λ B ∈ [0, 1] for each B ∈ B.
Definition 8 A partial scheduleŜ in the interval between two consecutive changeover dates is called a slice.
By the definition of changeover dates, all interruptions occur at completion times of slices. Since, due to basic restrictions, at most m operations can be processed (and therefore, can be interrupted) in each slice, the number of interruptions can be bounded above by the amount θm − ξ, where θ is the number of slices. The amount ξ is subtracted in this bound, because from among θm possible pairs a sliceŜ j , a machine M i , one should remove all pairs corresponding to the completion of the operations. In fact, this upper bound on the number of interruptions may be far from being tight. At least, it should be reduced by the number of idle time intervals on all machines within the interval [0, C max (S)] (because the end of an idle time on a machine produces no interruption).
Furthermore, it is clear that the number of interruptions in a feasible schedule S is finite (polynomial) if and only if the number of slices is finite (polynomial).
Theorem 5.1 For every instance of the preemptive two-machine dag shop problem with ξ nonzero operations and a regular quasiconcave objective function of the operation set completion times F (C) there exists an optimal schedule S in which:
1. there are at most ξ slices and at most ξ interruptions; 2. if all processing times of operations are integers, then all changeover dates in S are integral.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, there exists at least one optimal schedule with a finite number of changeover dates. LetS be an optimal schedule with the minimum number of slices. Let O 1 and O 2 be the sets of nonzero operations that have to be processed on machines M 1 and M 2 respectively. We also define two dummy operationsõ 1 andõ 2 assumed to be processed on machines M 1 and M 2 (respectively) every time that the corresponding machine is idle.
. We now define a bipartite multigraphG = (O 1 , O 2 ; E) by establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the set of slices of scheduleS and the set of edges E of graphG. Namely, each edge e = (o 1 , o 2 ) ∈ E corresponds to a slice S τ in which operation o ν ∈ O ν (ν = 1, 2) is processed on machine M ν . For each edge e ∈ E, we define the weight w e equal to the length of the corresponding slice.
First of all, it can be easily checked that graphG has no multiple edges. Indeed, if there is more than one slice inS corresponding to the same pair of operations {o 1 , o 2 }, we glue these slices together accumulating them at the last such slice, which, clearly, preserves the feasibility of the schedule and does not increase completion times. As a result of this gluing procedure, we obtain a new optimal schedule S with strictly fewer number of slices, which contradicts the choice of scheduleS.
We now show thatG contains no cycles. Assume to the contrary that there is a cycle C inG. We may also assume that C is a simple cycle. SinceG is a bipartite graph, cycle C can be represented as a union of two edge disjoint matchings: M 1 and M 2 . For any ε ∈ R and any edge e ∈ C we can define a new weight w e (ε): w e (ε) = w e + ε, for e ∈M 1 , w e − ε, for e ∈M 2 .
Let ε 1 = min e∈M1 w e and ε 2 = min e∈M2 w e . Since all weights w e are positive due to the above conclusion about zero-length slices, we have ε 1 > 0 and ε 2 > 0. It is clear that for every ε ∈ [−ε 1 , ε 2 ] the new weights w e (ε) of edges e ∈G are nonnegative. Let us show that these new weights correspond to a feasible schedule S ε for the original instance. Firstly, it should be noticed that each vertex o i ∈ C is incident to a single edge e 1 ∈M 1 and a single edge e 2 ∈M 2 . Therefore, subtracting the amount ε from the weight of edge e 2 and adding it to the weight of another edge e 1 incident to o i corresponds to decreasing the processing time of the operation o i in one slice and increasing it in another slice by the same amount. As a result, the overall processing time of each operation remains unchanged. Secondly, we decide to keep the same order of slices in schedule S ε as was in the original scheduleS. (This order corresponds to a certain sequence of edges of graphG.) Therefore, the relative positions of operations with respect to each other also remain unchanged, which implies that no precedence and no basic constraints can be violated under the described transformation of weights. So, each schedule S ε for ε ∈ [−ε 1 , ε 2 ] is feasible.
Let us now analyze how the set completion times and the value of the objective function change under the above transformation of the schedule. Let B ∈ B andŜ τ be the last slice such that either it contains a piece of a nonzero operation from B, or some zero-length operation from B completes at the right end-point of the interval generating this slice. We can not forget about zero-length operations, because they may significantly affect the value of the objective function. Under the transformation of weights w e (ε) (and the corresponding transformation of slices), the set completion time C(B, S ε ) may be changed as a result of changing the length of some slices preceding the sliceŜ τ . Indeed, let n 1 (B, S ε ) and n 2 (B, S ε ) be the numbers of slices precedingŜ τ in schedule S ε (including, may be, the slicê S τ itself) and corresponding to edges from M 1 and M 2 respectively. Then the completion time of the set B in schedule S ε can be calculated as C(B, S ε ) = C(B,S) + α(B)ε, where α(B) = n 1 (B, S ε ) − n 2 (B, S ε ) does not depend on ε, and so, each function C(B, S ε ) is a linear function of ε.
For the boundary values ε = −ε 1 and ε = ε 2 , some of those slices may become of zero length, but we still keep them in schedule S ε since we don't want to change the values of n 1 (S ε ) and n 2 (S ε ). Thus, while varying ε within the interval [−ε 1 , ε 2 ], all coefficients α(B) (B ∈ B) do not change their values.
Let α = (α(B 1 ), . . . , α(B N )) and C ε = (C(B 1 , S ε ), . . . , C(B N , S ε )). Then for any ε ∈ [−ε 1 , ε 2 ] we have
. Since λ ∈ [0, 1] and function F is quasiconcave, the minimum of F (C ε ) over all ε ∈ [−ε 1 , ε 2 ] is attained at one of the endpoints: either −ε 1 , or ε 2 . W.l.o.g., we may assume that it is −ε 1 . Then F (C −ε 1 ) ≤ F (C), which means that schedule S −ε 1 is also optimal. Furthermore, one can observe that at least one slice (corresponding to an edge from M 1 ) becomes of zero length, and therefore, can be deleted from the schedule, which contradicts the choice of scheduleS. Thus, it is proved that there can be no cycles in graphG.
Since graphG contains ξ + 2 vertices and has no cycles, it contains no more than ξ + 1 edges. One of those edges is definitely the edge (õ 1 ,õ 2 ) between two dummy operations (because the infinite length of the corresponding slice cannot be decreased down to zero). Thus, the number θ of "true" slices in scheduleS is no more than ξ, and using the upper bound θm − ξ on the number of interruptions from the beginning of Section 3, we derive that scheduleS contains no more than ξ interruptions.
Finally, we show that scheduleS cannot contain interruptions that occur at nonintegral points in time, since otherwise there must exist a cycle inG. Let E denote the set of edges corresponding to slices with nonintegral length. Suppose that E = ∅. Since the processing times of all operations are integral, each vertex o i ∈ O incident to an edge e ∈ E is incident to at least one more edge e ∈ E . Therefore, the set of edges E either contains a cycle, or contains a path starting at one dummy operation (õ 1 ) and ending at another dummy operation (õ 2 ). In the latter case we also obtain a cycle inG, because two dummy operations are connected inG by the edge (õ 1 ,õ 2 ) ∈ E. 2 Theorem 5.2 For every instance of the preemptive dag shop problem with two jobs, ξ nonzero operations and a regular quasiconcave objective function of the operation set completion times F (C) there exists an optimal schedule S in which:
1. there are at most ξ slices and at most ξ interruptions;
2. if all processing times of operations are integers, then all changeover dates in S are integral.
We skip the proof of this theorem since it is almost identical to the previous one. The main observation we use is that there are at most two operations processed at any point in time in any feasible schedule. Therefore, we can build a similar graph G with operations of the first job on one side and operations of the second job on another side, keeping the remaining argumentation the same.
We now construct an instance of the dag shop scheduling problem with three machines (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ), three jobs (J 1 , J 2 , J 3 ) and two operations per job such that each optimal schedule unavoidably contains interruptions at nonintegral points in time.
Job J 1 has two operations: the first operation must be processed on the first machine and has unit processing time, the second operation must be processed on the second machine and has processing time 2. This job is of the job shop type, i.e., the second operation must be processed strictly after the first one.
Job J 2 is also of the job shop type and has two operations: the first one must be processed on the first machine and the second one must be processed on the third machine. Both operations have unit length.
Job J 3 is of the open shop type, i.e., there are no precedence relations between two operations of this job. One operation must be processed on the second machine and has unit processing time, while the other operation must be processed on the third machine and has processing time 2.
The objective function is the makespan, i.e., the maximum operation completion time. We claim that 3.5 is a lower bound on the length of the optimal schedule. Indeed, in every feasible schedule after time 1 job J 1 has at least two units of processing, job J 2 -at least one unit of processing, and job J 3 -at least two units of processing on the second and third machines. Therefore, the second and the third machines must process at least five units after time 1. So, 3.5 = 1 + 5/2 is a lower bound on the makespan. An optimal schedule with makespan equal to this lower bound is depicted on Fig.1 . It can also be shown that there is no feasible schedule for this problem instance with makespan 3.5 without fractional interruptions. 
Concluding remarks
In our paper we studied properties of optimal schedules in preemptive shop problems. We derived new upper bounds on the minimum number of interruptions for various shop scheduling problems.
In Section 4 we proved the integer preemption property for the preemptive job shop problem with integer processing times and a regular criterion. Moreover, we showed that there exists an optimal schedule in which all changeover dates coincide with the set of completion times of the operations. In Section 5 we proved the integer preemption property for the preemptive two-machine (or two-job) dag shop scheduling problem.
However, for the two-machine (two-job) dag shop scheduling problem (even with the particular minimum makespan objective) we have not succeeded either to prove or disprove that there always exists an optimal schedule in which the set of changeover dates coincides with the set of completion times of operations. 
